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Why a journal of Scientific Integrity and Practice? 

Corruption in science is a significant problem in the 
United States and abroad, especially in fields that impact 
potential economic growth. While many reputable journals 
have published on scientific integrity, we recognize a need 
to provide ongoing critical attention to the diverse means 
used to manipulate science and science policy. This journal 
is an independent, peer-reviewed, open-access publication, 
as well as a call for greater integrity in scientific practice. 

 
Scientific Integrity: A History and Current Debates 

Contemporary research ethics and practice in the United 
States were influenced by a series of significant historical 
events that raised concerns about the value of scientific 
progress versus the value of human life. The Tuskegee 
Syphilis Study (1932-1972), experimentation by Nazi 
scientists on concentration camp prisoners (1939-45), and 
ongoing experiments on prisoners, the mentally or 
terminally ill, Native Americans and other minority groups in 
the U.S. are perhaps some of the more infamous human-
rights abuses in the name of science.1–4 Further back, in the 
nineteenth century, a growing awareness of the toxic 
effects of industry on workers was the subject of much 
public debate in the US and Europe, leading to increased 
industrial regulation. In addition to human health, the 
health of the environment has also been called into 
question. Perhaps most famously, Rachel Carson’s 1961 
book, Silent Spring, brought attention to the effects of toxins 
on the environment, resulting in the campaign to ban the 
use of DDT in the US. While these examples led to 
considerable positive changes in infrastructure and 
regulation, and have helped strengthen ecological, 
consumer, and worker health over time, scientific 
misconduct and political-economic practices that impact 
human and environmental health are far from resolved.  

Globally, research still remains fraught with ethical 
concerns, including experimentation on vulnerable 
populations and the foisting of dangerous working 
conditions on other countries as nations “modernize.”5–7 
Investigating and regulating environmental toxins on a 
global scale is also an increasingly urgent necessity. There 
are countless accounts of the manipulation of science and 

publishing to show results that are favorable to industry, 
often at the expense of human and environmental health.8 
Considerable attention has been paid to tobacco,9,10 
asbestos,11–13 oil, Big Pharma, medical device companies, 
and the food and beverage industry.9,10,14–20  

Policy changes in the last decades of the 20th century have 
created a new climate for scientific research, particularly in 
the U.S., by increasing the number of industry-academic 
partnerships.21 The often cited U.S. Bayh-Dole Act of 1980 
allowed university researchers, small businesses, and non-
profit institutions to obtain private patents on federally 
funded research.21–25 The Stevenson-Wydler Technology 
Innovation Act of 1980 similarly encouraged cooperation 
between industry, government, and universities.21,26 These 
and other changes to US law led to a flourishing of 
commercial-academic partnerships that did not go 
uncontested.22,23,25 Politicians and scientists alike 
questioned the unintended consequences of such policy 
changes on academic research, including conflicts of 
interest, allocation of resources, and the use of gifts to 
influence behavior.21 However, many of these changes are 
now embedded in the way that we view scientific practice. 
As Sheldon Krimsky describes in his book Science in the 
Private Interest, “the successful scientist today is the person 
who can make contributions to the advancement of 
knowledge while concomitantly participating in the 
conversion of new knowledge to marketable products.”21 
Legal scholar and bioethicist Trudo Lemmons similarly 
explains that since the 1970s there has been an ideological 
shift from recognizing science as a public good to 
considering it a private enterprise.23  

Retrospectively, it is clear that while such legal and policy 
changes spurred significant biotechnical advancements and 
opened new markets, the resultant climate has cultivated 
possibilities for the type of corruption that is inherent in 
partnerships driven by sales and profit.23,25 For instance, in 
their systematic review of biomedical research publications, 
Bekelmen et al. found a “statistically significant association 
between industry sponsorship and pro-industry 
conclusions.”22  

Researchers in multiple countries have labeled a variety 
of other concerns in scientific research, including: financial 
and other conflicts of interest;22,27,28 selective reporting and 
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publication bias, or the publication of favorable and positive 
results over negative ones, particularly regarding industry-
funded studies;29,30 publication ethics in medical journals;31–

33 ghost-writing of industry-funded publications19,34–36 or 
“ghost-management” of information delivery;37 the 
influence of industry on academic careers (e.g. attacks on 
whistleblowers);38,39 the influence of pharmaceutical sales 
representatives and financial perks on physician or student 
perspectives;40,41 manipulation of data, such p-hacking to 
find statistically significant results or ending studies early for 
benefit;30,38,42,43 the convergence of marketing and research 
(e.g. seeding trials);44,45 perverse incentives in academia;38 
industry influence on the integrity of standard scientific 
practices, such as epidemiology or meta-analyses;9,39,46,47 
the influence of socio-political contexts;47–49 and the role of 
regulatory bodies.37,50,51 This list goes on, and these citations 
are not exhaustive.  

In response to growing ethical questions surrounding 
scientific integrity in a profit-driven economy, there have 
been calls for more transparency as well as several 
initiatives to account for industry-influenced biases in the 
scientific canon.22,32 The BMJ, for instance, publishes papers 
from the Restoring Invisible and Abandoned Trials initiative, 
“through which academics who find previously unreported 
trials can write them up and publish them if the original 
investigators decline to do so.”32 Others have published tips 
and methods for recognizing misconduct.52–54 

The influence of industry on research is of course not 
limited to the biomedical sciences. Attention has also been 
paid to the effects of industry-sponsored research on the 
environment as well as consumer safety.55 JoSPI seeks 
articles that address all aspects of human and 
environmental health (and even wellbeing) in relation to 
concerns about scientific practice and integrity. Further, 
while this review concentrates on the U.S., where JoSPI is 
based, we encourage insights from international scholars. 

 
The Insidious Nature of Scientific Misconduct 

Scientific misconduct, while a broad category, is notably 
intentional, often including deceit, neglect, fabrication, 
falsification, or plagiarism.55 Scholars have recognized that 
this intentionality or deliberate nature of scientific 
misconduct differentiates it from simply poor science or 
honest error.55 However, we note that the seeping of 
misconduct into scientific practice can be a slow and 
devious one, where participants are not always fully 
conscious of their roles. At the smallest scale, this includes 
the “mundane ‘regular’ misbehaviors”42 that might lead to 
a certain leniency around more extreme types of 
misconduct down the line. In their review of such behaviors, 
Martinson and colleagues provide several examples, 
including publishing the same data or results in two or more 

publications, inadequate or inappropriate research designs, 
and dropping observations or data points based on “a gut 
feeling.”42 

We agree that there is need for recognizing the role that 
broader research environments play in cultivating 
misconduct.23,38,42 Science and medicine take place in social 
settings where misconduct can become normalized in the 
group culture of an organization.48,49 This includes the 
“perverse incentives” of an academic climate that focuses 
on production and funding.38 At JoSPI we are interested in 
investigating these nuances, recognizing the susceptibility 
of even “ethical” individuals to hegemonic systems of 
thought.  

Indeed, we acknowledge that the ways in which industry 
influences scientific practice can be subtle and difficult to 
identify, hitting methodological roadblocks. Often times, 
identifying misconduct involves reviewing corporate 
documents uncovered during lawsuits or through laws 
allowing public access to government documents. Access to 
litigation documents is often limited to lawyers and experts 
privy to the details of a legal case, where these documents 
are sometimes designated confidential and thus remain 
hidden from public scrutiny. Once (and if) these documents 
are de-designated, experts are able to publish on their 
findings. While we note that there are conflicts of interest 
in such research, such as being a paid consultant to 
litigation, publication is one of the few methods available to 
draw attention to these valuable source materials within the 
scientific community. This is why part of our practice at the 
JoSPI will be to put otherwise unavailable public documents 
on the web for others to review. We are also interested in 
highlighting other methodological roadblocks for studying 
scientific practice. 

 
An Interdisciplinary Approach 

In recent years, some scholars have raised concerns about 
“science” losing the public’s trust. Edwards and Roy warn: 
“If a critical mass of scientists become untrustworthy, a 
tipping point is possible in which the scientific enterprise 
itself becomes inherently corrupt and public trust is lost, 
risking a new dark age with devastating consequences to 
humanity.”48 To further this point, with the current political 
assault on science, scientists and researchers must be even 
more conscientious of the effects of corruption on the 
public’s trust. We also recognize that due to the insidious 
nature of commercial-scientific partnerships, maintaining 
scientific integrity now more than ever calls for an 
interdisciplinary research approach that challenges the 
assumptions of a scientific thinking embedded in a history 
of capitalist progress. There is a large and growing body of 
work that critically examines science from social, cultural, 
and historical perspectives, shedding light on such 
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embedded assumptions. Social Scientist Bruno Latour has 
long noted that truth only exists in relation to the social and 
material structures that maintain it.56 In other words, it’s our 
infrastructure, networks, and practice that make science 
real; without them, facts falter. For this reason, we not only 
gladly review articles from social scientists, but we also 
encourage the submission of work that tackles problems in 
the infrastructures that keep scientific integrity in places, 
such as universities, governmental organizations, and the 
workplace. 

 
We also identify several new areas for inquiry 

Legal and regulatory testimony has a huge impact on 
health policy but is never peer reviewed. Scientists may be 
much more careful about the contents of their testimony if 
they thought it might be peer reviewed in a published 
commentary. At JoSPI, we want to provide a forum for that 
process through our “Reviews of Legal Testimony” section. 

We are also interested in undergraduate student research 
and commentaries that reflect on the rising generation. For 
this reason, we have introduced a “Student Essay” section, 
which will be peer-reviewed by other undergraduate 
students. 

We also encourage submissions from a global community 
of scholars and offer English language editing services upon 
request.  

 
The Past and the Future 

As a final note, addressing corruption in scientific practice 
takes critical reflection on both the past, including historical 
research, and the future. We thus encourage articles that 
address the ongoing concerns of scientific integrity, 
including commentaries regarding potential or probable 

futures.  
It is our hope that JoSPI will grow into a rigorous, 

interdisciplinary community that provides a forum for 
debate and discussion and generate inquiry into scientific 
practice and integrity for many years to come.  

______ 
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